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REPORT ON THE NORWEGIAN FROZEN 
FISH FILLET INDUSTRyl/ 

By R. T. Wh i teleather* 

FILLETING INDUSTRY IN GENERAL 

The fisheries that support the groundfish fillet industry in Norway are lo
cated in the northern part of the country principally from the Lofot Islands area 
northward to Hammerfest in Finnmark. These fisheries, particularly those for cod, 
are generally ranked among the most prolific in the world. In a normal year the 
Lofot fisheries alone from January through March yield from 80,000 to 120,000 met
ric tons of large cod. Notwi t hst anding this, the 1953 spring fishery for cod was 
disastrous owing to violent storms and almost continuous bad weather for the two-

onth period which comprised mos t of the season. 

No trawlers operate in t he Lofot cod fishery. The purse seiners, gill netters, 
ong liner., and hand liners used are dependent to a great extent on reasonably 
air weather conditions. As a result of the curtailed fishing because of the poor 

( orwegian Landings of p-r1nc-ipal Species Used in Fillet 
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weather during the 1953 
season, the landings of 
headed and gutted cod asof 
March 30 amounted to only 
about 25,000 tons, one of 
the poorest showings during 
the past 50 years. Since 
}'larch is usually considered 
the prime fishing period, 
the 1953 catch of the Lofot 
fisheries totaled less than 

~ 5,OOO tons of cod even t hough the weather abated for the last few days of the 
. eason. This means that t he catch was l ess than 50 percent of an average year. 
~ s an example of the severity of the s i t uation. the largest fillet-producing plant 
ad not packed any cod fillets at t he end of March this year as compared to 1,000 
>ons produced by the same date last year. 

Keen competition for the small supply of fish this year naturally has devel
:ped and fillet producers are pitted against klipfish (dry- sa.lted cod) and stock
ish (air-dried cod) buyers causing pri ces pai d t o fi shermen to rise considerably 
bove the 4-4! U. S. cents-per-pound minimum (headed and gutted) set by the Nor
egian Government. Ex-vessel prices were closer to 6 U. S. cents per pound and in 
orne cases have gone beyond what fillet producer s can pay in r elation to the mar
let for the finished product; thereby further curtailing production. A similar 
ituation prevailed in the Finnmark fisherie s which are important for cod as well 
5 other species. 

LJiHE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT WAS GATHERED DURING A TRIP TO NORWAY IN MARCH 1953 
IN RESPONSE TO AN INVITATION FROM NORS K FROSS ENF ISK AIL, AN EXPORT TRADE ASSOCIATION WHICH 
HANDLES APPROXIMATELY 99 PERCENT OF NORWAy lS F ISH FIL LET EXPORTS. 

'ASSISTANT CHIEF BRANCH OF COMMERCIAL FI SHERIES U. S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, WASHINGTON, 
D. C.' , 
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The present fillet production comes mainly from cod, haddock, ocean catfish 
(wolffish), ocean perch, halibut, and some pollock. Cod fillets made up the major 
share of the total fillet output with haddock and ocean catfish ranking about 
equal as next in importance in quantity produced. These fillets are cellophane_ 
wrapped, frozen, and packaged in one-pound consumer packages , and also in five
and ten-pound cartons. The one- and five-pound cartons are the types commonly 
placed in the United States trade. There is, however, a limited amount of jumbo 
cod and haddock fillets (about two pounds each) packaged in ten- pound cellos 
that are especially prepared for institutional trade in the United States. 

Export marketing of all varieties of Norwegian frozen fishery products is 
carried out by the export trade association Norsk Frossenfisk AIL with head offices 
at Oslo. This organization,which handles approximately 99 percent of fillet ex
ports, consists of primary producers operating on a share basis according to the 
production capacity. There appears to be no direct government subsidy in the 
production and foreign trade of fillets, although the Government owns and operates 
one large plant as a production and pilot-plant combination . On this basis it 
participates in the export association in the same manner as a private producer, 
earning dividends on shares held just as the other participants do. However, as 
profits from this plant accrue to the Government any operating losses similarly 
must be covered by Goverrunent funds o 

The Association presently pays the individual producers an agreed price for 
fillets produced and furnishes the wrapping and labeling material under one trade 
name. The plant profit is included in this price. Adjustment of the price takes 
place in accordance with changes in costs of raw materials. Frozen fillets are 
then marketed by the Association at prevailing prices which determine the Associa
tion profit or loss status. 

During 1952 about 50 percent of the Norsk Frossenfisk production entered the 
United States market, the balance being sold in European markets which are under 
steady development. In spite of Norway's normally large cod production, shipments 
to the United States in 1952 consisted of about 75 percent haddock and ocean cat
fish fillets, 20 percent cod fillets, and 5 percent ocean perch fillets . Europe 
was considered a better cod market than the United States. 

All of the frozen fish destined for export are subject to rigid inspection 
and quality-control regulations of both the Government and the export association. 
Inspection starts with selection of the fresh fish at the point of landing and 
ends with final inspection of every cargo at the time it is loaded on the steamer 
for overseas transport . Kristiansund is at present the main port of loading for 
export . Frozen fillet cargoes are assembled there, arriving from the production 
areas by coastal steamers that provide daily service along the coast. 

Almost everywhere there is evidence of expansion of faciliti es for handling 
frozen-fillet production . Old freezers are being renovated and new freezers and 
cold-storage warehouses are being constructed in accordance with the most modern 
principles . Most storage is now at temperatures from -50 F. to -100 F., but the 
goal is for lower temperatures in the neighborhood of -300 F. The newest and most 
modern freezer has been recently built in Bergen . This plant has a blast-freez~ 
capacity of 70 metric tons per day in addition to a 250-ton brine-freezing capacit~ 
for herring. It has a storage capacity of 12,000 tons of frozen fish. With thes' 
improvements Norway is' obviously looking toward expansion of markets both in . 
Europe and the United States. For the Unit ed States market, the greatest empha~lS 
is expected to be placed on larger production of haddock, ocean perch, and ocean catflSh• 
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FIG. 1 - SINK PURSE SEINE USED TO CATCH COD IN NORWAY. 
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Some attention als~ may be given to in~reas~ng ~he production ~f sei (pollock) 
for marketing in the Unlted States. Such dlverslty lS sought to brlng more mUfo~ 
production on a year-round basis instead of relying on t he short production periods 
which occur in the cod fisheries . 

Marketing conditions will be one governing factor in expanding exports. Pro
duction of other species as compared to cod has certain limitations which will 
control any increase~ The objective for the foreseeable future is to increase 
the United States sales by about 30 percent, or about three million pounds annually. 

COD FISHING AND FILLETING INDUSTRY 

FISHING: Cod taken in the Norwegian fisheries migrate southward from the 
Barents Sea area along the upper coast of Norway. The fishery for large cod (about 
10 years old and approximately 14 pounds) is carried on in the Finnmark area from 
October to December and then farther southward in the Lofot Islands area from Jan
uary through March. A migration of smaller cod--supporting a fishery in the north
ern region--takes place usually froITl March to June. 

Each year from 5,000 to 6,000 vessels from all points along the coast of Nor
way congregate on the Lofot grounds to participate in the spring fishery for large 
cod. This fishery is traditionally based upon hand-line, long-line, and gill-net 
gear; however, in recent years the sink purse seine has been introduced with re
sounding success (figure 1). There are now engaged in this fi shery about 860 
purse-seine vessels each carr}~ng a crew of nine men. 

These vessels account for approximately 60 percent of tr.e catch in a normal 
year when weather corditions will permit unrestricted fishing . The purse seines 
are about 200 fathoms long and 20 to 30 fathoms deep with about t hree-inch mesh, 
and have been ingeniously adapted to subsurface fishing operations. Cod can be 
caught with this gear in mid.later depths up to 50 fathoms . Nevertheless, the usual 
range of operations is in depths between 20 and 30 fathoms. The seine is verysim
ilar to tr.e ordinary U. S. Pacific Coast-type purse seine, except that it is rigged 
with sufficient weight on the lead line to overcome the buoyancy of the corks (or 
floats) on the cork line, causing it to sink. Twelve or fifteen large canvas float 
approximately 24 inches in diameter are spaced a long the cork line and attached to 
it by lines that can be adjusted to permit the seine to sink to the desired depth. 
It is set out, pursed, and hauled back usually in the same fashion as the Pacific 
Coast-type pilchard or herring seine using one vessel and a seine skiff. Another 
vessel is used as a haul-off vessel to keep the seine vessel clear of the gear 
under adverse conditions. 

Because of the peculiar nature of the cod in trying to sound in order to es
cape from the net, the catch is not lost by escapment over the submerged cork line 
as might be expected. After the net has been pursed and the leads taken on board 
the seine vessel, the gear can be surfaced and hauled in sufficiently to concen
trate the fish for brailing into the vessel hold. 

The Lofot cod fishery is conducted in waters close to the Island mainly in 
the Vestfjord, which is between the Lofot Islands and the Norwegian mainland. Be
cause of the large number of vessels fishing in this small area and the resulting 
congestion, rigid rules have been established and individual areas are earmarked 
for the operation of each type of fishing gear. Vessels are not allowed on the 
fishing grounds before 6:00 a.JIl., and must return by 6:00 p.m., except that purse

m seiners are restricted to operations between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p. 
Vessels over 70 feet in length are not allowed to fish in the Lofot area. 
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Because of the proximity of the grounds to the fishing ports and because of 
the regulations, the length of trips is always one day or less. The fish are 
landed in prime condition, coming from waters with a surface temperature of about 
370 F. Subsurface temperatures in depths where most of the fish are found gener
ally range between 390 F. and 420 F. Although the fishery is located in a very 
high latitude the air temperature is tempered considerably by the warm Gulf Stream. 
Temperatures during the fishing season range from 250 F. to 350 F. 

Vessels fishing for cod catch only a few other species. The greatest inci
dental catches are made on long lines fishing for cod which frequently also take 
S~e ocean catfish. Other types of gear most generally catch cod exclusively. 

HANDLING FISH ABOARD THE VESSEL : Cod are handled carefully aboard the vessels. 
Fish hooks or pews are not permitted . Therefore, the fish are handled by hand. 
Regulations require bleeding of cod aboard the vessel imn.ediately after catching. 
All fish must be sold heads off and gutted . However, this is rarely done aboard 
the vessels, it being a job reserved for dockside operations. Because of the short 
length of the trip and because of the cool weather conditions, fish are held on 
the deck until landed unless a large catch requires stowing in the hold. The size 
of pens in the hold and the sanitary conditions therein are subject to strict Gov
ernment regulations. For example, fish are not permitted to be stowed in the pens 
to a heieht of more than 65 cm. (about 28 inches) without horizontal supporting 
boards for the next layer of fish. There is no mechanical refrigeration aboard 
the vessels. Ice is not normally used unless fish are to be transported overnight 
to a remote processing plant after being landed and headed and gutted. In this 
case the fish are transported in boxes and well supplied with fine ice. 

The prices for cod to the fishermen vary in accordance with demand. The Gov
ernment has established a minimum price schedule which varies according to dis
tricts where the fish are marketed. In the Lofot area the minimum price for cod 
(headed and gutted) to the fishermen this year is 58 are per kilogram (about 4 
U. S. cents per pound). In addition, the fishermen sell the livers and roe. For 
example, the fishermen's gross income at minimum prices on an average purse-seine 
fish weighing eight pounds, headed and gut ted, is as follows: 

8-pound fish ... 232 are 03 u. s. cent s) 
~-liter liver •. 30 ore ( 4 u. s. cents) 
-kg. roe •....• 30 ore 4 u. s. cents) 

Total ....... 292 are 41 U. s. cents , or 
about 5 U. S. cents per pound. 

Of course the fillet plant does not buy the livers and roe since these are 
handled as separate byproducts in special plants. 

In periods of light production such as in the 1953 season, competition between 
tiipfish, stockfish, and fillet producers raises the price considerably ab~ve the 
Government minimum Prices to the fishermen for headed and gut ted cod durlng the 
1953 season were ciose to 80 ore per kg. (about 6 u. S. cents per pound) which is 
2 U. S. cents per pound above the Government minimum. 

DOCKS AND UNLOADING FACILITIES: The fish landing docks are generally adjacent 
to the filleting plants. The docks are constructed mainly of wood although some 
are of concrete. They have an adequate water supply for washing the fish U:at ~re 
eaded and gutted there and for washing down the docks. The fish are handled.ln 

~he filleting plants as'soon as possible after landing. ~uring per~od~ when flSh 
re abundant, filleters and plant employees work three Shlfts. If It.1S necessary 

~or any reason to hold the fish as long as overnight, they are stored ln boxes and 
leed as may be necessary in accordance with the weather conditions and temperatures. 
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FILLEl'ING PLANTS: There are between 27 and 30 filleting plants prodUCing for 
the Association, depending on the time of season. These plants range trom s~ 

FIG. 2 - TRANSPORT VESSEL UNLOADING FISH AT FILLETING PLANT IN MELBU, NORWAY. 

units with an output of eight to ten tons of fillets per day to large plants ~th 
an output of 45 to 50 tons per day. The total production capacity of the plants 
in the Association ranges between 350 to 400 tons of fillets daily . Combined 
storage capacity of all plants is about 15,000 metric tons. All of the plants 
observed were set up on a one-line operation; the smaller plants have six or eight 
filleters and the largest plant operated with 50 '1:.0 60 filleters on a three-shift 
basis. Realizing that more than one filleting line will provide greater flexibil
ity in operation, at least one plant is converting to a three-line operation. 

Sanitary conditions are governed by regulations established by the NorwegiM 
Government. Both the large and small plants have concrete floors with adequate 
drains to facilitate washing-down procedures . Filleters and other workers are re
quired to wear caps, and employees engaged in packaging use caps and unifo~. 
However, during the filleting and handling of the fillets the use of woolen gloves 
or similar implements that may contaminate the fish is not permitted. No steam~ 
cleaning equipment was observed, but plant equipment is washed intermittently ~th 
cold fresh water. A rather thorough wash down is carried out at the end of each 
eight-hour shift, and it is understood that several times during the season there 
is an over-all scrubbing and wash down with a hypo chloride solution. 

FILLETING AND FILLETING LINES: The filleting lines in the plants are set up 
in a varying style of mechanical operation. In some plants the fish are brought 
to the filleters--after thorough washing--on a belt conveyor traveling the l?n~h 
of the filleting table; in others the fish are distributed to the fiileters l~ 
boxes by an employee assigned to this job. Some other plants carry the fish ln 
fresh-water flumes as 'a means of distribution. The frames (waste) are carried o~ 
on a belt or other type of conveyor running under the table. Fillets are genera 
carried to the packing room on a rubber-belt conveyor or fresh-water flume" althoU 
in some instances they are handled in pans. Scalers are not used in processing c 
when skinless fillets are produced. Where scaling of haddock or cod is necessru7 
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for skins-on fillets, the scaling is done with a hand device frequently as simple 
as a board with a few nails in it. No mechanical hand scalers were observed but 
several have been reported as in use. In some plants ocean perch is scaled by 
tumbling in an ordinary rotary scaler. 

The filleting tables are made of both wood and metal. In either case, how
ever a wooden filleting board is used. Sanitation of the tables and knives is 
pres~ribed by Government regulations. 

An average filleter, when working with cod, will turn out about 2,000 pounds 
of fillets per eight-hour shift. Fil lets weigh about two pounds each when cut 
from an average-size purse-seine cod weighing about eight pounds, headed and 
~tted. This means that the filleter can handle about 500 fish per shift. Fil
leters are paid on a piece-work basis at the rate of five to six are per kg. (about 
~ U. s. cent per pound). Therefore, a good filleter earns the equivalent of 
US$lO.OO per day. 

Most fillets are produced with skins off, the skinning being done by machine. 
Two types of machines were in operation--one manufactured in Norway and the other 
made in Germany under the trade name of Baader; preference is for the German machine. 

The percentage of recovery in filleting varies somewhat according to the size 
of the fish. Absolutely boneless, boneless, semi-boneless, and whole fillets are 

FIG. 3 - FILLETING PLANT AND FREE ZER AT MELBU, NDRWAY. 

ut to meet various market requirements. The purse-seine fish in general seem to 
un larger than fish taken on hand line s or by gill net. While the former average 
bout 14 pounds in the round the other range in the neighborhood of 10 pounds. 
o~ses in heading and guttin~ amount to about 40 percent of the round weight of the 

• Boneless fillet recovery from the headed and gutted fish,as sold to the plant 
y the fiSherman runs about 50 percent after being trimmed for packaging. This 
ean th . ' . t . Sat, ln general, the fillet recovery from flsh as taken from the wa er lS. 
lose to 30 percent. Practically all filleting is done by hand, although there lS 
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sufficient interest in mechanical fill ting mac i es that at 1 
Hammerfest is tryillE; a German- made machine . 

USc. OF FISH FRA1-lES AND OFFAL: All parts o~ 
wegian industry. The heads and viscer , as t k 
ing the cleaning process on the dock, are used fo r meal 
animal food. The frames from the fill tin- plant also 0 

cod roe is marketed as a salted, canned, or frozen rodlct 
Cod livers are processed for vitamin ext rac ion an the r 
variety of purposes. Skins are coil c ed at the 5 in in 
s~ipped to flue manufacturers . 

FILLh~S: As the fillets ar c they 0 r ctly 
they are immediately handled . 0 reserv tives ar us 
brined and ar~ washed in cold fresh w ter only . t.ashin 
sprays at the output end of the skinn n machine . h_ r 
comes fro~ mountain sources thereby bein cle cold . 
vary from 380 F. to 400 F. The a earance of 
fish have been out of he ter only a ve y sort 
Generally speaking, fillets from hand-line f~sh ar 
Purse-seine fish rece ve so~ what r u her e t 
used, and the aro to the dec from the bra~ler us al y ca 
fish to have a greater ercentage of lood spots tha 
ever, the fillets are c refully ins cted 50 hat 100 
and flaps are trimmed out as may be r c~ssary. 

candled in any of the plants; ho ev r, oc an 
in this manner. 

PACKAGI G: The fillets are h n pac ed-- ostl 
lari0us tyces of rotating tables and 0 her d vices re 
hand work. Customary we hing e ui men consists of a r 
ba lance scale, ?en rally either of American or Ge rna 
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t ne ant at 

0 .. -

s, bo ~5, 
s are not 

s are exa.:nJ.r.e1 

rained for he as .. 
acHi a e s 
y "over and naer 

A one-pound waxed-carton packa e is roduce or he nited es and Swiss 
m9.rKets. Labels and rec':pes are orinted in En ish 0 the one-pound r on for the 
United States trade and in Frerlch n er an on the Ii e fo'" S .. :i eland. 0 

overwr:ip is cOlll.Tonly used on the one-pound ca on; hOI/ever , + here's a cello iMer 
wrap. Some plants are makin preoarations for ov rl-rra inp by usin a Ollie i an 
heat-sealing ~ac~ine. ertain diffic lties have bee encountered in ob ai n'ng a 
smooth seal on the over "rap 'lith this machine . d u 1e s ur her trials can cor
rect this situation '. S. -manufactured wra in oach·nes are ex ected to be used. 
It is possible that an oven-rra on the on,= - und car on ill become comon before 
too long, at least for the Lnited States trade . 

Five-pound cellos containing five packa es of fillets are also nroduced for 
shipment to the United States . These have insert labels . fter f reed n they are 
packed in 40-pound master cartons of eight five - pound acka es . Tne one-oound 
consumer carton and the five - pound cellos are the only packs commonly sent to the 
United States. Hmiever , a limited au:ount of 10-pound cellos of j umbo fillets (abou 
two pounds each) are marketed in the United States for institutiJnal use. 

A four-and-one-half kg. (approKi mately 10 POlL-.jS~ ce:!.lo pack i s made up of 10 
packages of fillets for EuropelJ.n trade. After freezing U:ese are packed four to a 
master carton malG.r:g an 18-kg. (apfroximately 40 pounds) package f or European mar
kets. fv.ost of the cello-wrapping material is purchased in Great Britian. Some hac:; 
been obtained from Be15ium but use of material from that source is being d~scon
tinued. 
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FREEZING THE FILLETS: The f illets are fr ozen in packages of three sizes: 
one-pound cartons which have a thickness of l~ inches, and five- and 10 pound 
cello packages approximately 2! inches thick . All are frozen at sharp-freezing 
temperatures from -360 F. to -400 F. Both tur~el blast freezers and Birdseye-type 
plate freezers are used. The plate f reeze r s are preferred and many plants a~e 
converting from tunnel free zers to plate f r eezers. The largest plant in operation. 
located in Melbu, is converting to thi s type of freezing equipment; when the con
version is completed it will have six plat e freezers in operes.tion. The plate 
freezer is particularly useful for production o~ a smooth uniform-surfaced package, 
especially desirable in the United States trade. 

Freezing time for the one-pound packa¥e is roughly one hour and 20 minutes; 
for the fi ve- and ten-pound cellos 2i to 22" hours. The plate freezers have 11 
plates between which 10 layers of packages can be inserted to make up a thousand
pound charge. This type of free zer handles approximately six tons of fillets in 
24 hours. 

In the tunnel-f r eezing procedure~ single layers of packages are placed in trays 
and passed through the tunnel. The temperature of the fish on entering the freezers 
is relatively cold since weather conditions and air temperatures do not permit it 
to warm very much. The time f r om filleting to freezing is held to a minimum as 
filleting and packaging capacity i s coordinated with freezer capacity. 

COLD STORAGE: Col d- st orage facilities at the filleting plants vary in size 
ill accordance with the plant output. The smaller plants have storage facilities 
for possibly 300 metri c t ons, while the largest plant has a holding space of about 
1,500 tons of fillets. The latter plant has an arrangement of five storage rooms, 
each with a capaci t y of about 300 tons. 

The cold-storage r ooms used by most of the plants are of the usual design with 
coils and air-ci rcul at i on system. The fillets are stored in master cartons and 

FIG. 4 - NEW 12,OOO- TON FR EEZER AND COLD - STORAGE 
THE MAIN STORAGE SECT ION HOUSES THE PROCESSING 

stacked in orderly arrangements as reouired by Government regulation. The storage 
... 0 '00 F S f emperatures seem to run rather unifor mly from about -5 F. to -~ ~ orne 0 

he newer installations previously mentioned in this report have hol~lng temp~ra
t~res as low as -35 0 F. Freezing t emperatures and maximum storage tlme for flSh 
flllets are also regulated by Government rules. Storage temperatures must be at a 
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IIUmJllum low of _200 C. (_40 F.). Fish cannot be stored at this temperature for 
longer than a four -month period. If the storage period is intended for over four 
months and up to six months the temperatures must be -240 C. (_110 F.) or l~~er. 
Storage is permitted for up to a nine-month period at _28 0 C. (_180 F.) or lower. 

Both public and private freezers are used in assembling shipments for overseas 
transport. Coastal steamers with good refrigeration facilities ick up fillets at the 
production plant warehouses periodically and transport them to the ports of transshi~ 
ment for foreign markets. During the season of heavy operation, shipnents are usually 
made twice weekly on these steamers. Kristiansund is the principal port of assemtlyat 
the present time. flans are being discussed, however, for diverting a consideral:.le a
mount of this business to large storage warehouses in Trondheim and Bergen. Cold-stor
age plants at these locations have a large capacity; for example, one in Trondhein: has 
a 3, 500-metric-ton capacity, some of which is used for storage of meat and other prod
ucts. The new freezer at Bergen has a capacity of 12,000 tor. tuch of this space is 
used for frozen herring storage as well as for fish fillets. 

OVERSEAS SHIPPING: In loading shipments at transfer points such as Kristian
sund, loading time is cut to a minimum as freezers are located adjacent to steamer 
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FIG. 5 - PRODUCTION REPORT REQUIRED FROM ALL NORWEGIAN FILLET PLANTS FOR EACH LOT OF FISH 
PROCESSED (WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATION). 

docks. Refrigeration temperatures on Scandinavian ships is said to be somewhat lower 
than on most other lines. Members of the technical staff of the Directorate of Fisher
ies have been discussing with all vessel operators transporting fillets the possibility 
of lowering storage temperatures to at least -100 F., or possibly lower. The length of 
the ocean trip to the United States generally is about two weeks. However, in some in
stances a period of three weeks maybe involved. Investigation of the rate of market
ing shows that the United States consumer receives Norwegian fillets about three months 
after the fish have been taken from the water. This period, of course, is due to the time 
it takes to handle the fillets in the plant, ship them to assembly points in Norway, trans 
ship them across the ocean, store them in main warehouses in the United States, and 
distribute them to retailers. Recognizing this time lag the Norwegians are placing. a 
great deal of emphasis on low storage temperatures in order to maintain the qual1ty 
of the product to the greatest extent. 

INSPECTION: The Norwegian Government has established a very rigid system of in
spection in the production , handling, and storage of frozen fish fillets. There are .a
bout 20 regular inspectors employed on a year-round basis, and 40 to 45 during the helght 

of the season. These inspectors are able to give reasonably good coverage in the area 
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of operation. Norsk Frossenfisk also has t hree inspectors who work in clos _ 
operation with the Government inspectors but their primary dutie s do not over le co Th 

.' t th 1 . ape e Associatl.on ~spe~ ors concern ~mse ves m~1.nly with quality and the varied t ypes 
of pac:ks. requ1.red 1.n. the. many fore1.gn countr1.es where the fillets are shipped . The 
Assoclatl.o~ also m~1.ntal.ns a modern laboratory at Bodo, specifically for t he purpose 
of regu1atl.ng quality control of allmember producers. This laboratory is staf f ed by 
chemists and bacteriologists who analyze samples from the product ion plants. There 
is also a branch laboratory at Kristiansund available for analytical work at various 
times. 

The i~spection system ~rovides for an ela~orate method of recording the history 
of productl.on and the handhng of each lot of flsh. It starts with the plant manager 
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FIG. 6 - COLD-STORAGE REPORT MADE BY GOVERNMENT INSP ECTOR ON FILLET PR ODUCTION AT PLANTS 
(WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATION). 

who must maintain a complete production record i ncluding the kind of raw stock used and 
its condition , as \-Iell as a record of t he circumstanc es du,ring the processing. Code 
numbers are assigned to individual lot s, and recorded on a fo r m (figure 5). 

The Government inspector has access to the pr oduction reports and records . From 
these records and from information obtained in person at the plant, he submits a re
port to appropriate Government authorities every two weeks (figure 6). Copies of the 
report, along with samples frequently taken of various code lots, are sent to the Asso
ciation laboratory at Bodo for analysis. The laboratoryissues a quarterly report to 
individual production plants indicating the results of the analysis of the plant I s 
prodUction for that period. This report is quite comprehensive, dealing with such 
items of producer interest as (1) quality and a ppearance, (2) labeling, (3) packing, 
(4) weight control, (5) temperature cont rol, and (6) otner remark~. Bythi~ me~s the 
producer has a report every three months which can be used as a glll.de for adJust1.ng and 
correcting his production methods to meet the be st stendar ds. FinRl inspection of the 
frozen fillets comes at the time they are wit hdrawn from storage for overseas shipm~nt. 
Every shipment must be inspected and a report made on its condition (figure 7). Th1.S 
system records the complete history of the product from the landing of the raw fish 
to the final shipping. 

. In general the Governrr,ent regulati ons deal with the fo l lowing aspects of the 
llldustry: 

1. General Inspection of Fish as Landed for: 
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a. Bleeding--all fish must be bled aboard the vessel when caught . 

b. Proper cleaning (heading and gutting) and washing. 

c. Freshnessto insure proper condition for destination; that is , very 
top quality only permitted for filleting and freezing with rejects 
from this class used for salting and stockfish production. There 
is a special regulation stating that fish for filleting preferably 
should be processed before rigor mortis sets in and must be proc
essed no later than while in the state of rigor mortis. 

d. Hook, tong, or spear holes in the fish--rejected if such holes found . 

e. Proper heading and gutting . 

f. Icing requirements which vary accordin to the time of year 
and air temperatures. 

2. GEneral Inspection of Vessels and HoI s for: 

a. Adequate painting and general sanitary condi tions of t he hold . 

b. Arrangement of pens in the hold to insure compliance with special 
regulations that fish cannot be stored higher than 65 cm. (28 inches) 
i~ pens without supporting shelves. 

c. Watertight and insulated engineroom ulkhead so al5 to prohibit oil 
and gases or ,,;arm air comin in contact ..rith the fish in tne hold . 

d. Proper deck equipnent to insure adequate facilities for handling 
fish and sanitation of such equipment . 

3. General Inspection of Filleting Plants for: 

a. General sanitation of lant and equipr.ent, ocks, and unloading 
equipment. 'dorkrooms and implements must be carefu ly cleane 
at close of each workday an be free of odors. 

b. Compliance with regulatlon on workers I caps, uniforms, and health 
requirements . Norkers ' eating and restrooms must have modern 
equipment; hot vrater must be available. 

c. Compliance with freezing and storage-temperature re lations. 
Rules are set on freezing times and fillets cannot be removed 
from the freezer until they are coole to at least - 40 F. clear 
through. Storage temperature must be at a minimum low of _40 F. 
Fish cannot be stored longer than 4 months at this temperature 
Storage up to 6 months must be at -11. 20 F . or lower, and fo r 
storage up to 9 months temperature must be -18.4°F o or lower . 

d. Proper stackingin storage rooms. Orderly stacking is required 
and distances above the floor and away from walls is prescribed 
for adequate air circulation. 

4. Label Compliance and Markings Inspection for: 

a. Proper species as labeled. 

b. Proper type o·f fillet as labeled. 

c. Proper type of package and proper packing of master cartons . 

d. Markings, codes, etc. 

e. Proper weights as labeled. 
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The export Association inspectors work on the same established standards as 
~et forth in the Government regulations. However, 
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they do not duplicate to any 
extent the general inspection 
activities of the Government 
inspectors. They have access 
to the Government inspector's 
records. The Association in
spectors also have access to 
the plant manager's records 
and focus their activities 
principally on the marketing 
aspects of the products. For 
example, their attention is 
given principally to the se
lection of th e grades of fish 
for the types of markets in
volved, such as United States 
or European markets. They 
also inspect at the point of 
filleting operation to see 
that the proper type of fil
let (boneless, semi-boneless, 
or whole fillet) is being 
produced in accordance with 
the particular market require
ments. Observations are also 
made for blood spots, skin 
ends, and. proper trim-up of 
the fillets. The production 
for the United States and Swiss 
trade is given foremost atten
tion in regard to inspection 
since it is recognized that 
these two markets have the top 
requirements in consumer ac
ceptance. Broadly speaking, 
the Government inspectors as
sure the generalqualityvlhile 
the Association inspectors 

eheek the selection made from this po~nt to meet particular market requirements. 




